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(1)   PRIMARY PURPOSE

Since a precognitive dream in 1973, my journey has been one of exploring conscious
spirituality subjects through study, group facilitation, transitions, consultation activities
and more. The primary purpose of this compendium project is to provide a series of free
explorative resources that will encourage seekers of truth, deep probers and others to
explore conscious spirituality topics.  Each document provides a topic introduction,
acknowledges sources and suggests links to websites, articles and books.

 Since 2012 I have produced small group participant booklets, facilitated meditation-
discussion groups, published a quarterly pathways news, maintained a web site,
participated in amateur theatre work, and disabilities. Conscious Spirituality literature
documents and the “Egyptian Cartouche Cards -A Beginners Manual”is one of several
free ‘service to community’ projects being developed during 2020-22 period. Spiritually
our consciousness ‘the sum of us’ is always changing thereby enriching our own “spirit”
journey on this planet.

(2)  CONTENTS PAGE

               Please read the following steps (1) - (4); or  <click> above Contents Page link.

(1) Example: THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED<click> links directly to The Road Less
                    Travelled Index Page; alternatively select another topic theme from the
                    Contents page.

               (2) INDEX PAGES:<click> on any of the topic headings on the Index
                    page, this takes you directly to the selected document page.

(3) DOCUMENT PAGE: At the conclusion of each topic the following appears:
                    (a)Suggested resources-these provide topic references, books, websites,
                        PDF articles and similar links.(b)<click> THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED INDEX

this returns you to the main index page Where you can select another similar
                        related topic.

 (4) LINK TO CONTENTS PAGE  <click> is found at the bottom of every topic
      theme Index Page this returns you back to the main content choices.
      [Most formatted topic documents consist of between 1 - 5 pages.]

(3)   PROJECTS 2020-2022

               (a) Volunteer project development,Spiritual Light, USB, www.theusb.org
       (b) Narratives of conscious-spiritual conversations [8-10 minute playlets]
       (c) Digital online discussion group based on Conscious Spirituality themes
       (d) Major upgrade of www.philipcrouch.org website
       (e) Collaborative projects, events, talks, seminars, workshops, resources
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It is in the whole process of meeting and solving problems that life
   has meaning. Problems are the cutting edge that distinguishes between
   success and failure. Problems call forth our courage and our wisdom; indeed,
   they create our courage and our wisdom. It is only because of problems that
   we grow mentally and spiritually. It is through the pain of confronting and
   resolving problems that we learn.
                                                                                          —M Scott Peck

The Road Less Travelled  Extract



SCOTT PECK: THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED
Highly renowned psychiatrist Dr Scott Peck in his seminal publication
“The Road Less Travelled,” published in 1978 provided a classic
introduction to the meaning of human development processes. In the late
1970s I read this brilliant book, and in 2018 re-read aspects form the
book, finding the wisdom-literature still resonates. Peck clearly outlined
the nature of self-realization in human development terms, particularly
where he makes no distinction between ‘mind and spirit.’

 In 2020, in terms of human development knowledge we have progressively moved
forward, yet for many people, the general perception remains and that mind and spirit
remain completely separate areas. He suggests that the nature of self-realization [or in
my thinking, conscious-spirituality] includes the blockages, challenges, transformation
experiences we might all face during our earthly sojourn. An extract from this classic
work is outlined below and for seekers of Truth in the older age bracket, I recommend
obtaining a copy even if it is to determine ‘how far you might have travelled.’
                                                                                    —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

[P:13] DISCIPLINE

‘Discipline is the basic set of tools we require to solve life’s problems. Without
discipline we can solve nothing. This tendency to avoid problems and the
emotional suffering inherent in them is the primary basis of all mental illness.
Constructive discipline might included any of the following, Delaying
gratification, Acceptance of responsibility, Dedication to truth, Balancing.

[P:53] TRUTH

What does a life of dedication to the truth mean? It means first of all, a life of
continuous and never ending stringent self-examination. We know the world only
through our relationship to it. Therefore, to know the world, we must not only
examine it but we must simultaneously examine the examiner. Psychiatrists are
taught this in their training.

[P:140] RISK OF LOSS - LIFE CHANGE

The essence of life is change, a panoply of growth and decay. Elect life and
growth, and you elect change and the prospect of death. A likely determinant for
the isolated, narrow life of the woman described [previously] was an experience
or a series of experiences with death which she found so painful that she
determined never to experience death again, even at the cost of living.
In avoiding the experience of death she had to avoid growth and change.
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The Road Less Travelled-Scott Peck

[PP:280-285]

 Spiritual growth is the evolution of the individual  An individual’s body may
undergo the changes of a life cycle but it does not evolve.

Again and again I have emphasised that the process of spiritual growth is an
effortful and difficult one….as we evolve as individuals, so do we cause society
to evolve …….Love……

[PP:287] ALPHA AND OMEGA CONCEPT

It is the single most demanding idea in the history of mankind. Not because it is
difficult to conceive; to the contrary, it is the essence of simplicity. But because
we believe it, it then demands from us all that we can possible give, all that we
have. It is one thing to believe in a nice old God who will take good care of us
from a lofty position of power which we ourselves could never attain.

[PP:300-301] CONSCIOUSNESS

The word conscious is derived from the Latin prefix con, meaning ‘with’ and the
word scire, meaning ‘to know with.’ But how are we to understand this ‘with?’
To know what? We have spoken of the fact that the unconscious part of our mind
is the possessor of extraordinary knowledge. It knows  more that we know, ‘we’
being defined as our conscious self. And when we become aware of a new truth,
it is because we recognise it to be true; we re-know that which we knew all
along. Therefore, might we not conclude that to become conscious is to know
with our unconscious?
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The Road Less Travelled-Scott Peck

The development of consciousness is the development of awareness in our
conscious mind of knowledge along with our unconscious mind, which already
possesses that knowledge. Its a process of the conscious mind coming into
synchrony with the unconscious. [Dreams are an active component of these!!!]

[PP:302-303]

It is because our conscious self resists our unconscious wisdom that we
become ill. It is precisely because our consciousness is disordered that conflict
occurs between it and the unconscious which seeks to heal it. In other words
mental illness occurs when the conscious will of the individual deviates
substantially from the will of God, which is the individual’s own unconscious will.

If as adults, walking around on two legs,capable of making independent choices
that influence the world, we can identify our mature free will with that of God,
then God will have assumed through our conscious ego a new and potent life
form.

[P:326] GROWING INTO ADULTHOOD

‘We have spoken in various ways about how difficult it is to grow up. A very few
march ambivalently and unhesitatingly into adult hood, ever eager for newer
and greater responsibilities. Most drag their feet and in fact never become
more than partial adults, always shrinking from the demands of total adulthood.
So it is with spiritual growth which is inseparable from the process of
psychological maturation. For the call to grace in its ultimate form is a summons
to be one with God, to assume peership with God. Hence it is a call to adulthood.
                                      __________________________

Suggested resources:
The Road Less Travelled, By Scott Peck MD,1978, Arrow Books Ltd, London UK,
ISBN10 0099727404. On book depository website a 1998 version:
https://www.bookdepository.com/Road-Less-Travelled-M-Scott-
Peck/9780099727408?ref=grid-view&qid=1592196305788&sr=1-2
The Five Stages of the Soul, Harry R Moody, and David I Carroll, 1999
ISBN 13 9780712670913
https://www.bookdepository.com/The-Five-Stages-Of-The-Soul/9780712670913
Spiritual Light, 2014 The Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood,USB. www.theusb.org

LINK TO ROAD LESS TRAVELLED INDEX
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SPIRITUAL LIGHT:414 THE LAW OF VIBRATION AND THE LAW OF MOTION

Conscious spirituality in search of truth…

Science Selection 2020

The world we have created is a product of our thinking; it cannot be
     changed without changing our thinking. If we want to change the world
     we have to change our thinking… no problem can be solved from the
    same consciousness that created it. We must learn to see the world anew.
                                                                                           —Albert Einstein
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DEAN RADIN: SUPERNORMAL
Dean Radin is the chief scientist for the Institute of Noetic Sciences,
IONS, which in practice extensively researches a wide range of
consciousness, science, health fields, and human development-related
topic fields. In Radin’s brilliant book “Supernormal” published in 2013,
he outlines the evidence for science, yoga, and extraordinary psychic
abilities by making a scientific interconnection between these topic
areas.

Among Radin’s other publications is “The Conscious Universe” which broadens the scope
from academic materialist science. Both books are written in a language that non-
academics like myself can readily absorb. Two extracts from “Supernormal” that
provide a rich insight into Radin’s work in the area of ‘consciousness,’ which I first read
when opening the book randomly in 2013.  The second extract is drawn from ‘inner and
outer space, both selections provide a meaning for an interconnectedness existing
between above fields.’ In context, both selections provide seekers of Truth in readable
language suitable for non-science based readers.

                                                                          —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

[PP:311-312]

‘Max Planck, the originator of quantum theory, once said in an interview,
“I regard consciousness as fundamental. I regard matter as derivative from
consciousness. We cannot get behind consciousness. Everything that we talk
about, everything that we regard as existing, postulates consciousness.”
And Wolfgang Pauli, considered a towering genius by the other developers of
quantum theory, note:” It is my personal opinion that in the science of the future
reality will neither be ‘psychic’ nor ‘physical’ but somehow both and somehow
neither.”

A more recent contributor to this line of thinking is Stanford University physicist
Andrei Linde, originator of the inflationary theory of cosmology, a leading
contender for explaining how the Big Bang evolved into the universe we observe
today. Linde points out, as have many others, that while physics is the study of
the objective universe, it is only known the subjective, our consciousness. This is
so obvious  that is is easily overlooked, and the omission leads many to the belief
that consciousness is just another aspect of the inanimate matter that constitutes
the rest of the universe.

This defies objectivity and it becomes difficult to imagine how things could be
otherwise. But it may be mistake in the same sense that previous generations
of physicists once thought that space and time were absolutes, or that matter
and energy were obviously different. Linde speculates:
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Supernormal - Dean Radin

“Is it possible that consciousness, like space-time, has its own intrinsic degrees
of freedom, and that neglecting these will lead to a description of the universe
that is fundamentally incomplete? What if our perceptions are as real [as]
(or maybe, in a certain sense, are even more real) than material objects?

In discussing this possibility, Buddhist scholar and physicist Alan Wallace points
out that gravitational waves interact with matter so weakly that persuasive
evidence that they even exist has yet to be found. But their existence is essential
to uphold prevailing physical models of the fundamental particles. Wallace
speculates: “Perhaps consciousness plays an equally important role in nature,
despite the fact that it has been ignored until now in understanding well-studied
physical processes in the brain and elsewhere”(p.31).

That is, could consciousness be a fundamental force in the universe that binds
and shapes how the universe manifests? Like gravity, in the small scale it’s too
weak to be noticed, it simmers in the “background,” it’s too alien to our ordinary
way of viewing the objective world to be able to detect. But it might be the glue
that holds everything together and creates something rather than nothing.
                                       _______________________

Reality built out of imagination, which in turn is a manifestation of a primordial
“substance” that is both mind and matter? It sounds like a science fiction.
But there is evidence that this may be so, and if true it might explain a number
of persistent puzzles, from legends of the siddhis, to psi in life and the
laboratory, and even, as unlikely as it may seem, to “unidentified flying objects”
(UFOs).

Historical analyses of UFO cases, such as those recited in Richard Dolan’s
comprehensive books, UFOs and the National Security State and The Cover-Up
Exposed, leave little doubt that something peculiar has been going on in the skies
(and occasionally in the oceans) for many years, and that no one seems to have a
clear idea about what it is. Some of the unexplained cases may be due to secret
tests of aircraft or spacecraft, but that doesn’t fully explain the mystery because
objects displaying outrageous flying manoeuvres were reported long before we
(humans at least) had aircraft.

Whatever is happening, the discomfort is heightened when we consider the UFO’s
enigmatic cousins: crop circles, animal mutilations, men in black, purported alien
abductions, and so on.
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Supernormal - Dean Radin

Some reports of these phenomena are undoubtedly hoaxes. But all of them?
The same has been claimed by about psi phenomena, and scientific tests now
tell us that such facile dismissals are invalid. It leads us to the conclusion that
some of these enigmas might be real.

Here’s where the phenomenological complex begins to bear resemblance to
otherworldly experiences reported in yogic, shamanic, psychedelic, mystical,
and psychic states and to folklore, mythology, and religious lore. Could these
apparently disparate phenomena, many of which have been tossed into the
“paranormal” wastebasket, be considered in some way?
                                      _________________________

Suggested resources:
Supernormal, Dean Radin, 2013, ISBN 13 9780307986900
https://www.bookdepository.com/Supernormal/9780307986900
http://www.deanradin.com/NewWeb/deanradin.html
Conscious Universe, Dean Radin,2011, ISBN 13 9780061778995
https://www.bookdepository.com/The-Conscious-Universe/9780061778995
Institute of Noetic Sciences,IONS,
http://www.noetic.org/education/ca/details/
Max Planck, Physicist, Quantum Physics,
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/1918/planck/biographical/
Wolfgan Pauli, Physicist, Exclusion principle, Quantum Physics
https://www.physicsoftheuniverse.com/scientists_pauli.html
Richard Dolan, Author, UFOs and more
https://richarddolanmembers.com/
Rupert Sheldrake
https://www.sheldrake.org/

LINK TO SCIENCE INDEX
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DEAN RADIN: CONSCIOUS UNIVERSE
Dean Radin’s “Conscious Universe,” published in 2011 explores
scientifically the various aspects of consciousness and how this can be
scientifically measured. Radin is the chief scientist for Institute of Noetic
Sciences, IONS organisation which extensively researches science, human
development, spirituality, mind-body healing and more. The organisation
regularly publishes research articles, blogs, newsletters, holds online
webinars, workshops, and much more.

Radin’s other publications include “Supernormal,” where he explores an
interconnectedness with consciousness, yoga, psychic abilities and similar topics.
His style of writing aims at both people searching scientifically in these and related
fields, whilst also maintaining the literature for non-science based readers. As a seeker
of Truth, and a non-scientist, I have selected two extracts from “Conscious Universe”
which outlines ‘Consciousness Fields’ and ‘Properties of Consciousness,’ an extract
follows below.
                                                                                     —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

“Radin draws from his own work at Princeton, Stanford Research Institute, and
Fortune 500 companies, as well as his research for the U.S. government, to
demonstrate the surprising extent to which the truth of psi has already been
tacitly acknowledged and exploited. "The Conscious Universe" also sifts the data
for tantalizing hints of how mind and matter are linked. Finally, Radin takes a
bold look ahead, to the inevitable social, economic, academic, and spiritual
consequences of the mass realization that mind and matter can influence each
other without having physical contact.”

 [Cited in Book Depository]

[PP: 173-174] CONSCIOUSNESS FIELDS

Just as the individual is not alone in the group, nor any one in society alone among
others, so man is not alone in the Universe.  - Claude Levi-Strauss

‘The idea that consciousness may be fieldlike is not new. William James wrote
about this idea in 1898, and more recently the British Biologist Rupert Sheldrake
proposed a similar idea with his concept of morphogenetic fields. The conceptual
roots of field consciousness can be traced back to Eastern philosophy, especially
the Upinshads, the mystical scriptures of Hinduism, which expresses the idea
of a single underlying reality embodied in “Brahman,” the absolute Self.
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Conscious Universe - Dean Radin

The idea of field consciousness suggests a continuum of nonlocal intelligence,
permeating space and time. This is contrast with the neuroscience-inspired,
Newtonian view of perceptive tissue locked inside the skull.

   One of the more controversial modern claims about the effects of field
consciousness was proposed by the founder of transcendental mediation
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. As David Orme-Johnson, dean of research at Marharishi
International University, put it:

Stressed individuals create an atmosphere of stress in collective consciousness
    that reciprocally affects the thinking and actions of every individual in that system
    . . . Crime, drug abuse, armed conflict, and other problems in society. Such
problems are more fundamentally symptoms of stress in collective consciousness.

Transcendental meditation researchers have reported that the so-called
Maharishi effect has been replicated in forty-two studies, some published
in mainstream sociology journals . As expected, sociologists have critized
the designs of these studies. One of the main criticisms is that in many
of these studies the variables of interest were indices of social order, such
as crime, war hostilities, traffic accidents, and quality of life.

These indices are influenced by dozens of external factors, and even when
obvious influences such as day-of-the-week, holidays, and seasonal effects are
accounted for, the are still notoriously difficult to take into account. To further
complicate things, the Maharishi effect predicts that the social-ordering effect,
say reduction in crime, is proportional to the number of meditators who are
“generating” coherent consciousness through their meditations.

But because the number of meditators on a day-to-day basis in many of the
transcendental meditation studies was not constant, there were unavoidable
interactions between the number of meditators on a given day and fluctuating
values of the various social indices.

One way to avoid the design problems encountered by the transcendental
meditation researchers would be to keep one of the variables fixed. This could
be either the number of meditators or the “target” of consciousness induced
order. Beyond this, as philosopher Evan Fales and sociologist Barry Markovsky
of the University of Iowa suggested after reviewing the Maharishi effect,
“Presumably, if the material world can be influenced in purposive ways by
collective meditation, inanimate detectors could be constructed and placed
at various distances from the collective meditators.
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   Conscious Universe - Dean Radin

This is essentially the approach that we took, although our motivations were
based upon a logical extension of laboratory research on mind-matter
interactions using random-number generators, and not by the claims of the
transcendental meditators.

[PP:174-176]

Whatever else consciousness may be, let us suppose that it also has the following
properties, derived from a combination of Western and Eastern  philosophies.

The first property is that consciousness extends beyond the individual
      and has quantum field-like properties, in that it affects the probabilities
      of events.

Second, consciousness injects order into systems in proportion to the
      “strength” of consciousness present.  This is a refinement of quantum
      physicist Erwin Schrodinger’s observation about one of the most remarkable
      properties of life, namely,an “organism’s astonishing gift. . .of ‘drinking
      orderliness’ from a suitable environment.

Third, the strength of consciousness in an individual fluctuates from
      moment to moment, and is regulated by focus of attention. Some states
      of consciousness have higher focus than others. We propose that ordinary
      awareness has a fairly low focus of attention compared to peak states,
      mystical states, and other nonordinary states.

Fourth, a group of individuals can be said to have “group consciousness.”
      Group consciousness strengthens when the group’s attention is focused on
      a common object or event, and this creates coherence among the group.
      If the group’s attention is scattered, then the group’s mental coherence
      is also scattered.

Fifth, when individuals in a group are all attending to different things,
      then the group consciousness and group mental coherence is effectively zero,
      producing to what amounts to background noise. We assume that the
      maximum degree of group coherence is related in some complicated way
      to the total number of individuals present in the group, the strength of their
      common focus of attention, and other psychological physiological and
      environmental factors.
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   Conscious Universe - Dean Radin

Sixth, physical systems of of all kinds respond to a consciousness field by
becoming more ordered. The stronger or more coherent a consciousness
field, the more the order will be evident. Inanimate objects (like rocks)
will respond to order induced by consciousness as well as animate ones
(like people, or tossed dice), but it is only in the more labile systems that
we have the tools to readily detect these changes in order. In sum, when
a group is actively focused on a common object, the “group mind”
momentarily has the “power to organize,” as Carl Jung put it.

This leads us to a very simple idea: as the mind moves, so moves matter.
For our measure of matter, we looked for changes in order, or coherence,
in physical systems. This is easiest if we monitor physical systems that are
by nature purely truly random. While a rock should experience fluctuations
in order and disorder because of the fluctuations of many minds, it is difficult
to measure changes in a rock within a timescale of the experiment, so we must
rely upon quickly changing the physical systems such as the electronic random-
generators (RNGs) with which we are already familiar.

In the basic field-consciousness experiment, we measure fluctuations in
a group’s attention while simultaneously measuring fluctuations in the behaviour
of one or more physical systems. Note that the experimental protocol does not
require a group specifically to focus its intentions, or directional attention,
toward a specific target . In fact, attempting to maintain such a focus may
arouse powerful defense mechanisms, doubts, and fears that block the very
effects we wish to observe………
                                   ___________________________

Suggested resources:
Conscious Universe, Dean Radin,2011, ISBN 13 9780061778995
https://www.bookdepository.com/The-Conscious-Universe/9780061778995
http://www.deanradin.com/NewWeb/deanradin.html
Supernormal, Dean Radin, 2013, ISBN 13 9780307986900
https://www.bookdepository.com/Supernormal/9780307986900
Institute of Noetic Sciences,IONS,
http://www.noetic.org/education/ca/details/
Erwin Schrodinger, Scientist, Physicist,
https://www.physicsoftheuniverse.com/scientists_schrodinger.html

LINK TO SCIENCE INDEX
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CHARLES T TART: END OF MATERIALISM SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALITY
Professor Charles T Tart is a leading academic scientist with over four
decades of research, teaching, exploration of human development,
consciousness, spirituality, parapsychology and transpersonal psychology.
In 2018 Tart published “End of Materialism," a brilliant work. In context,
he draws from the various levels interconnectedness that exists between
science and spirituality.

During the late 1970s I encountered Tart's brilliant impressive work on esp,
parapsychology and metaphysical fields. As a scientist, Tart believes constructively
that scientism is completely wrong because of its narrow scientific focus which chooses
to ignore meaningful and knowledgeable insights that consciousness-spirituality offer.
In chapter 12 of the above book headed "Review: Science and Scientism in The Modern
World," Tart explains where the interconnectedness of science and spirituality lies,
further, just why scientism cannot be validated. An extract follows.
                                                                                   —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

“The classic materialist view is of a universe of separate objects that occasionally
and meaninglessly affect each other through material forces. These objects are
considered to be dead matter. But are things more linked than we normally
imagine? This book presents an elegant argument that the twenty-first century
needs a much broader perspective on the nature of reality than traditional science
is capable of delivering. In The End of Materialism, Tart presents research that
supports the existence of paranormal phenomena and shows readers how science
and spirituality can be understood as two interconnected halves of a whole
instead of as forces in opposition. The book presents Tart's most intriguing findings
in his fifty-year career investigating paranormal phenomena in scientific
experiments at prestigious institutions including Stanford University and the
University of California, Davis.” [Cited: End Of Materialism, Book Depository.]

[PP:192-194] REVIEW

We live in a world that has been miraculously transformed by science and
technology. The results have been very good in some ways —I wouldn’t still be
alive except for scientific advances in medicine, like appendectomies, for
example—and not in others. The negative aspect of particular concern for us is
that this material progress has been accompanied by a shift in our belief systems,
unhealthy in many ways, that aids the partial crushing of human spirit by the
scientism that we’ve discussed.
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End of Materialism - Charles T Tart

       Try to always notice when I write “scientism” rather than “science.”
 A major aspect of my personal identity is being a scientist and thinking like a
scientist, and I consider science to be a noble calling that demands the best from
me. I want to use genuine, essential science to help our understanding in all areas
of life, including the spiritual. Scientism (Wellmuth 1944), on the other hand, is
a perversion of genuine science. Scientism in our time consists mainly of dogmatic
commitment to a materialistic philosophy that dismisses and “explains away” the
spiritual, rather than actually examining it carefully and trying to understand it.

You who have a negative feeling whenever I mention “science” have probably
gotten it from encounters with scientism. Since scientism never recognizes itself
as a limited belief system but always thinks of itself as true science, or the noble
search from truth, the confusion is pernicious. If someone says to you “I believe
my religion is the only truth, so I know that you’re crazy and evil,” your defenses
quite reasonably go up, but you aren’t too affected because you know your
attacker is some sort of a fanatic. But if someone is identified as a scientist,
supposedly an objective, well-educated truth seeker, and says, “Your quaint
spiritual beliefs are old-fashioned superstitions that were long ago shown to be
false, and your really ought to adjust to reality,” that’s a much more powerful
attack for most of us.

  The information I share in this book was obtained in my attempts to practice
genuine science in areas of mutual interest to us. As we saw in chapter 2, genuine
science is a a four-part, social, continuing process of knowledge refinement that’s
always subject to questioning, refutation, expansion and revision. It’s a process
that begins with a commitment to observe reality as careful, humbly, and
honestly as you can. Then you think about what your observations mean, and
devise theories and explanations, trying to be as logical as possible in the process.

The third step, though is especially important. Our minds are wonderfully clever,
so clever that they can make “sense” out of almost anything in hindsight and
come up with some sort of plausible interpretation of why things happened the
way we observed them to. But just because our theories and explanations seem
brilliant and logical,or “intuitively obvious,” or feel profoundly true, that doesn’t
mean that we really understand the world we observed.

We could have only a wonderful post hoc rationalization . Essential science does
not call for “faith” in our theories: it calls for open-minded rational skepticism.
So the third part of the genuine scientific process is a requirement that you
keep logically working with, refining, and expanding your theories and
explanations, and thus make predictions about new areas of reality that you
haven’t observed yet.
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End of Materialism - Charles T Tart

 You’ve observed the results of conditions A, B, and C, for example, and come
up with a satisfying explanation as to why they happened. Now develop your
theory to predict  what will happen under conditions D, E, and F; go out and set
up those conditions and test what actually happens. If you’ve successfully
predicted the outcomes, good;keep developing your theories! But if your
predictions don’t come true, your theories may need substantial revision or
need to be thrown out altogether.

  It doesn’t matter how logical, brilliant, elegant or emotionally satisfying
your theories are, scientific theories are always  subject to empirical tests of
predicting observations. Indeed, if a theory doesn’t have any empirical, testable
consequences, it may be “philosophy” or “religion” or “personal belief,” but its
not a scientific theory. A genuine scientific theory is capable of being disproven.
Thus science has a built-in rule to help us overcome our normal human tendency
to get cognitively ad emotionally over committed to our beliefs.

  This constant rechecking of ideas against observable reality is where
scientism corrupts the essential scientific process. Because people caught
in scientism have an a priori cognitive and emotional attachment to a totally
materialistic worldview, they won’t really look at data about psi phenomena,
OBEs, or NDEs [out-of-body-experience, near-death-experiences] which imply
a spiritual, nonmaterial side to reality.
                                  __________________________________

Suggest resources:
The End Of Materialism, Charles to Tart, ISBN 13 9781572246454
How Evidence of the Paranormal Is Bringing Science and Spirit Together,
https://www.bookdepository.com/The-End-Of-Materialism-Charles-
TTart/9781572246454
http://www.issc-taste.org/arc/dbo.cgi?set=expom&id=00086&ss=1
Six Studies of Out Of Body Experiences
http://vedicilluminations.com/downloads/Consciousness-Life-After-
Death/Charles%20Tart%20-%20Six%20Studies%20of%20Out-of-the-
Body%20Experiences%20(OBE).pdf
http://blog.paradigm-sys.com/out-of-body-experiences-half-a-century-on/
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  CHAPTER 4 - THE LAWS THAT GOVERN

4.7 LIFE

414 The Law of Vibration and the Law of Motion

A few words about the Law of Vibration and the Law of Motion, concerning which
volumes could be written.
   The Law of Vibration, which is more comprehensive, includes the Law of
Motion.
   By the Law of Motion, all that is, either is in motion or has motion within
itself. Or both.

   Everything has motion. Nothing is motionless, no matter how still it
appears to our eye or to instruments for detecting and measuring movement.
Even the smallest grain of sand, and the tiniest speck of dust, are in ceaseless
motion; for like all things visible to our physical eyes, they are composed of a
great many atoms, each atom including the protons and neutrons, and electrons
moving around them. 6

   There is a specific rate of motion, and a specific type of motion—
oscillating, revolving, or rotating, for instance—for the atoms of any particular
element.
   It is The Law of Vibration that gives every single thing and every creature
and individual “pulse” or “beat” or “rate” that reflects its nature and quality. 7
   The rate of vibration is especially important, for it determines the
expression of an object, and the appearance of that object to our physical
senses.
   In other words, it is the rate of vibration that makes a tree a tree, and
visible to us as a tree; a rose, a rose; a dog, a dog; a cloud, a cloud; and so on.

Each species has its own rates of vibration, within which range it remains.
   Trees, for instance, have their own specific range or band of vibrations.
And it is the specific rate  of vibration within that specific range of vibrations
that determines whether a tree is an oak or an or a beech or any other variety
of tree.
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414 The Law of Vibration and the Law of Motion

_________________________________________________________________

6 Quantum mechanics holds that all physical particles are at the same time wavelike—  the “wave-
particle duality.”
This is the best understanding that modern science has of the inherent character of everything material.
Thoughts are also waves of energy, as indicated by electroencephalography (EEG), so in essence
everything is vibrating.
   Apparently far more energy and matter exists that we can observe. For astronomers and
cosmologists believe that the universe consists primarily of “dark matter” and “dark energy,” both
invisible. They infer dark matter from gravitational effects on visible matter and background radiation,
and they infer dark energy from the accelerating expansion of the universe. In 2013 they estimated the
total energy of the universe to be about 5% visible matter, 27% dark matter, and 69% dark energy.

7   Traditional physics has long recognized that all physical bodies and their component parts emit
electromagnetic radiations (wave patterns), which vary with body/part size and density. These radiations
are caused by physical motions, some indirectly by piezoelectric effects.

                                          ____________________________________
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Truly spiritual people do not proclaim to all within the sound of their voice that they
are spiritual. Nor is there need to do this. Their spirituality, if any, and the degree
of that spirituality, will—to those who have eyes to see—be evidenced by their way
of life, and in the ways they express themselves in all things, great and small.
                                                                  —Spiritual  Light, USB Teachings, [1403]
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CHAPTER 14 - SPIRITUAL PROGRESS

     14.1 SPIRITUALITY

1403  A Note on Spirituality

Many are puzzled by the fact that some who profess to be spiritual, and who
repeatedly emphasize the need for spirituality,little hesitate to take unfair
advantage of others—even their friends and business associates—if by so doing they
can gain materially. If it suits their purpose, they are not reluctant to violate the
intent if not the letter of an agreement or understanding.

     There are two things to remember here. One is that talk is cheap,
perhaps the cheapest thing on earth. The other is that “handsome is as handsome
does,” as the old saying goes, and spiritually is evidenced less by words than by
deeds.
The truly  spiritual will not knowingly do anything that borders on or remotely
resembles craftiness.
  Nothing is ours unless we apply it, the USB emphasizes. And whether it is
integrity or spirituality or any other quality, we do not possess much of it if we do
not express it in our daily life at every opportunity.

  An inspirer has said:
Truly spiritual people do not proclaim to all within the sound of

          their voice that they are spiritual. Nor is there need to do this.
          Their spirituality, if any, and the degree of that spirituality, will—
          to those who have eyes to see—be evidenced by their way of
          life, and in the ways they express themselves in all things, great
          and small.
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ALBERT EINSTEIN: DID ACCEPT THAT GOD EXISTS
Albert Einstein was one of the most revered scientists of the 20th
century. Einstein was not a follower of any one religious belief, yet
despite this, he had an amazing understanding of consciousness and
spirituality as this related to ‘God.’ Scientifically, intellectually and
based on his science background, he was a very enlightened human
being.

An article featured in Victor Zammit’s Afterlife report, on 4th August 2017, revolving
around spirituality, Einstein indicated he could have been an atheist, However, the
following nine points as quoted in the article relate to his sense of real spirituality.
Einstein, in making these points spiritually, reflects similar responses found in The
Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood, Spiritual Light teachings # 402 The LAWS That
Govern. An article extract bridging science and spirituality together identified in the
nine points article follow.
                                                                                     —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

     (1). “Everyone who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes
              convinced that a spirit is manifest in the laws of the universe – a spirit
              vastly superior to that of man."

     (2). “The divine reveals itself in the physical world.”

     (3).   1  “My God created laws… His universe is not ruled by wishful
                 thinking but by immutable laws.”

     (4).   “Behind all the discernible concatenations, there remains something subtle,
              intangible and inexplicable. Veneration for this force is my religion. To that
              extent, I am in point of fact, religious.”

      (5). “Every scientist becomes convinced that the laws of nature manifest the
              existence of a spirit vastly superior to that of men."

     (6). “I want to know how God created this world. I want to know his thoughts.”
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Albert Einstein-Did Accept That God Exists

(7). “What I am really interested in knowing, is whether God could have created
              the world in a different way.”

(8). “This firm belief in a superior mind that reveals itself in the world of
              experience, represents my conception of God.”

(9).  “My religiosity consists of a humble admiration of the infinitely superior
              spirit, …That superior reasoning power forms my idea of God.”
                                         ____________________________

Suggested resources:
Article extract: Victor Zammit Afterlife Report, 4th August 2017.
http://www.victorzammit.com/August4th2017/
Quotations of above can be found in:
Einstein and Religion, Max Jammer, book on Theology.
www.amazon.com/Einstein-Religion-Theology-Max-Jammer/dp/069110297X
Spiritual Light book,
“The LAWS That Govern #402,”The Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood,
https://www.theusb.org/usb-teachings/#principal-book
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CHAPTER 4 - THE LAWS THE GOVERN

4.3 SERVICE
401  Natural Laws and People’s Laws

Natural laws, the laws of Nature, the laws of God, like many other similar
terms, refer to laws that are not made by people.
We in the USB prefer the term The Laws That Govern,or (collectively) THE
LAW — The law enables all that is, to exist, and that enables humanity and all
else to express. That Law includes all physical and spiritual laws, whether or
not we are conscious of them.

Laws that are made by people often vary from place to place, from
country to country, and from age to age. Laws made by people may change,
and they may be good or bad. The Laws That Govern are unchangeable and
eternal, and they are always good.

Observance of a law made by people brings light or darkness,depending
on the law. Observance of The Laws That Govern bring only light.

A Blessed Soul has observed:” Where is there perfection in nature, except in
the Laws that govern nature?”
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A SPIRITUALLY ADVANCED PERSON IS SOMEONE WHO!
What defines a spiritually advanced person? If someone from
the general community were asked this same question, how
might they respond?  Probable answers could be reflected in
any one of the following, being a regular churchgoer, having
a strong faith in God, or other deities, simply doing the right
thing by other people. Alternatively, being an atheist.

For seekers of Truth or probers, the dilemma of this question conceptually lay between
that of being a religious spiritual person, to alternatively someone who is searching for
a more conscious experience or spiritual understanding of their God, Great Spirit, or
Universal Mind. Victor Zammit’s Afterlife report on 1st June, 2018, featured an article
titled, “A Spiritually Advanced Person is Someone Who….” The article proceeds to list
several interesting points attempting to describe such a person. From my forty-years
plus conscious spiritual journey—it is one of an ever-transforming process of change,
expanding consciousness with no limitations. The following sixteen points of
' a spiritually advanced person' from Zammit’s afterlife report follow.
                                                                                   —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

1 .. communicates peacefully, without violence, seeing both sides of an issue.

2 .. is able to remain calm under pressure, always helping, always doing
      something positive for others.

3 .. projects peace, light, love and understanding; can get along with people.

4..  always looks for the good in others and opportunities to affirm them.

5 .. can unconditionally love, and unconditionally forgive.

6 .. is disciplined and is able to maintain harmony in mind, body and spirit.

7 .. has strength of character, exercises self-responsibility.
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A Spiritually Advanced Person Is Someone Who!

8 .. is extremely honest, ethically exemplary and is non-judgmental.

9 .. meditates at the deepest, most intense level and experiences extreme
      love for all.

10 .. is without ego – self-centeredness and identifies with the ‘whole’ –
        cosmic consciousness; understands and practices humility.

11..  can relate with extreme kindness to human beings - and also to animals,
            birds and all living things; but reserves the right to self-protection.

12 ..respects the environment and does not eat flesh foods, (and for the true
       purists does not drink stimulants such as tea or coffee).

13.. does not consume alcohol, does not smoke, does not gamble, does not
           take any drugs.

    14.. is morally strong not affected by envy, jealousy or pride and avoids anger,
            greed and malice – and always expresses appreciation for all good things.

15.. does not lose his/her temper but is able to respond to all provocations
            and hostility with serenity, equanimity, peace, composure and love.

16.. has successfully evolved from the physical to the spiritual.

                              —Violence to avoid being killed.

                             —And a highly spiritual person does not have to be religious
                                  or have the skills of a medium or a psychic.
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A Spiritually Advanced Person Is Someone Who!

Sources for Being Spiritual and being Spiritually advanced - transmitted
information directly from the afterlife by highly credible sources:

      Silver Birch, Mons. Hugh Benson, Arthur Findlay, Sir William Crookes,
Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Dr Robert Crookall, Sir William
Barrett, Johannes Greber, Allan Kardec, Stainton Moses, Helen Greaves,
White Eagle transmissions, Jane Roberts - and others.

—Articles -Victor Zammit
_________________________

Suggested resources:
Victor Zammit After Life Report, article:
A spiritually advanced person is someone who ….
http://victorzammit.com/articles/spirituallyadvanced2.htm
http://victorzammit.com/June1st2018/
Book review: Spiritual Evolution, George Vaillant,
http://positivepsychologynews.com/news/senia-maymin/20080603785
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TONY ORTZEN:MORE PHILOSOPHY OF SILVER BIRCH
Silver Birch teachings on the nature of spirituality connected to an
afterlife could be considered required reading for any ardent ‘seeker of
Truth’ researching and exploring consciousness-spiritual style teachings.
One of many books under the title of ‘Silver Birch’ and communications
from the spirit or etheric world is, “More Philosophy of Silver Birch,”
compiled by Tony Ortzen - editor of Psychic World Magazine published
in England.

Literature content information in this book; as communicated through the mediumship
of Maurice Barbanell, a gifted 20th century medium are timeless. Silver Birch teachings
and subsequent afterlife literature have been on my resource shelf since the late
1970s. Silver Birch literature during the late 1970s-1980s and in connection with
spiritualistic circles-groups,was almost considered a standard text. Importantly, this
literature encouraged readers, students and other seekers of Truth to acquire greater
wisdom-knowledge teachings on the afterlife. Today, in 2020 Silver Birch and the
Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood teachings, (Spiritual Light), stand as meaningful
spiritual foundation resources. Drawing from my original 1982 copy of "More Philosophy
of Silver Birch" chapter eight,"Orthodoxy Examined—And Indicted" outlines challenges
for determining ‘what is spirituality’ based on a non-religious perspective follow.
                                                                                     —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

“Maurice Barbanell, a poor Jewish man living in London’s East End was by all
accounts,an atheist. Spirituality was on a slow decline in the early 20th century
though mediums still provided their demonstrations in private parlours
throughout Britain and America. Barbanell was just 18 years old when invited
by a friend to a mediumship circle and he did so mockingly. “Old women became
Chinamen and all sorts of things!” he declared with a laugh. But the medium
reproached him with a warning, “You will be doing this before long.”

Barbanell scoffed, but returned a second time and promptly fell asleep, or so
he thought. When he awoke, he was informed that he had been in trance and the
spirit who came through gave his name and declared that Barbanell had been in
training for years and would, ‘before long, be speaking on Spiritualist platforms.’

Thus, the medium’s prophecy came true and the wisdom of Silver Birch was
ushered into the world through a publication called Psychic News, though
Barbanell himself kept anonymous as the source of the mediumship transcripts
he was producing. In 1938, the first printing of “Teachings of Silver Birch” was
Published.”
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More Philosophy of Silver Birch-Tony Ortzen

[PP:143-145] CHAPTER 8:

We are working to a plan. We are not evangelists conducting mass meetings
and capturing people in the heat of emotionalism. We labour to ensure that
individuals become convinced, one at a time, that they are satisfied with the
evidence they have received that they will continue after physical death, and
they are also satisfied that what we have to teach neither insults their
intelligence nor makes their reason revolt. We must win you by evidence,
by reason, by intelligence, by affection and by co-operation.

  We will not presume to dictate or to compel, but teach you to use your
divine gifts to serve others, as people with divine gifts have served you.
So it must be one at a time. Each individual who becomes convinced creates
a magnetic link with our world which cannot be broken, and is the means by
which a constant stream of power will come to him or her.

  We will continue to make progress as all these bridge-heads are gradually
consolidated. The plan of the spirit will be fulfilled. We rejoice as every time
another soul in your world emerges from the darkness of superstition into the
light of spiritual knowledge.

  There are many clergymen who have their doubts, but are afraid to express
them. Many are honest, but in positions from which they cannot extricate
themselves. Let us be sorry for those who should be able to lead, but instead
of being in the vanguard are in the rear guard. It is the greatest condemnation
of what you call Orthodoxy that you have a world in travail and it has nothing
to offer because it turned its back on the light many centuries ago. We are
privileged to be ambassadors of the divine. Thus it is a responsibility for us all.

  It is part of the plan that the power of the spirit is being made manifest,
not through archbishops, bishops, popes, priests and rabbis, but through ordinary
mortals  who are charged with the wonderful opportunity of helping the Great
Spirit so that divine love, wisdom and power should be available to all who are
ready to receive it.

  If you remove tears of sorrow from one mourner; if you heal one sick person
who has heard the dread verdict he or she cannot be cured; if you have enabled
one soul to find itself; if your have given direction to someone who believed he
or she was in a morass or a maze from which there was no escape, then the
whole of your earthly life will have been worth while.
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More Philosophy of Silver Birch-Tony Ortzen

  Our task like yours, is to enable the power of the spirit to become available
to those who are ready to receive it. They will come to you in their sorrow, in
their despair, in their sickness, in their perplexity, in their bewilderment, because
nowhere else, in their religion, in science or in philosophy, can they find what you
have to offer.

  It should be the labour of those who belong to the varying religions who,
if they were truly qualified, would be following the injunction of the one they
regard as their leader, to heal the sick and comfort the bereaved. But, alas,
there are very few within the religious sphere who are able to perform any of
these important tasks.

  The power of the spirit is mightier than the princes of the churches.
We must be sorry for them. How sad it is to see that those in a position of high
office have lost their way and are incapable of having access to the same source
of inspiration responsible for the religions in which they are the leaders.

A circle member [sitter at a séance] asked whether any religious leaders
who discovered these spirit truths should renounce their old orthodox outlook.
The guide said:

We have enshrined personal responsibility as one of the supreme principles.
Each soul is responsible for what it does. You cannot equivocate with the truths
of the spirit. As awareness comes so the voice of conscience says what should be
done. If it is accepted and recognised then that soul must do what it implies.
I will not condemn individuals because it is not right and proper for me to do so.

  I think it would be wrong to criticise, but should one encourage them?

What you should do is to offer truth wherever you can. Individuals cross
your path for that reason, so that you can help them just as you were helped
when your needed it. This is the law and how it works, but after that your
responsibility ends. All souls in your world are at differing stages of evolution
and growth. There is in no one single truth that will appeal to everybody.

  In matters of the spirit mass conversion is not possible. The wind bloweth
where it listeth. The spirit infiltrates where it can. It is the leaven constantly
at work. Each individual must resolve for himself or herself as far as is possible,
according to the stage of growth, attainment and progress, what the truth implies
and go on from there.
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More Philosophy of Silver Birch-Tony Ortzen

                               ___________________________

Suggested resources:
Silver Birch: “ More Philosophy of Silver Birch” Compiled by Tony Ortzen
In Australia, available from TS Bookshop, Melbourne. ISBN: 9780 853 841 1036
http://tsbookshop.36-400.com.au/?pg=proddetails&prod_id=9780853841036
Silver Birch Teachings - About  Life In The Beyond.
https://thesearchforlifeafterdeath.com/2017/02/26/silver-birch-teaches-about-life-in-the-
beyond/
http://whitecrowbooks.com/ebooks/page/more_philosophy_of_silver_birch/
http://www.victorzammit.com/afterlifevoices/index.htm
Tony Ortzen-Psychic News UK:Editor:
https://www.psychicnews.org.uk/articles/Subscribe
Spiritual Light,The Universal Spiritual Brother&Sisterhood, USB
http://www.theusb.org/usb-teachings/#principal-book
An Introduction to the USB foundation teachings:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5rSANGx4WU&index=7&list=PL_kBQnjZGUqGCN9jZwQ
TFfX2Y7IzIPO63

LINK TO SPIRITUALITY INDEX
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SOGYAL RINPOCHE:TIBETAN BOOK OF LIVING AND DYING
In the “Tibetan Book of Living and Dying,” Sogyal Rinpoche a Buddhist
teacher provides seekers of Truth with a deep meaningful intentional
insight into Buddhism. Culturally Rinpoche encourages individuals to
look at  Buddhism's spiritual teachings through the ‘eyes ' of western
thinking. In context, the literature provides, a religious, philosophical,
and spiritual insight into the depth of Buddhism and human
development experiences.

Rinpoche’s approach to Buddhism's “Bardos of Becoming,” where he creates a Buddhist
narrative outlining four realities of life's stages as follows— dying, death, after-death
and rebirth is particularly interesting. In recognition of these spiritual processes
seekers of Truth or probers may find an inner awakening to a rich tapestry of deeper
meanings to love and compassion for all living sentient beings. Once this is recognised
the experiences could lead to more fulfilling relationships with others on a personal,
community or global awareness basis. An extract from this meaningful, wisdom,
gratitude book on Buddhist philosophy focusing on ‘True Spirituality and the Bardo
of Becoming’ follows.

—Philip Crouch, Tasmania,2020

“A magnificent achievement. In its power to touch the heart, to awaken
consciousness, [The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying] is an inestimable gift."--San
Francisco Chronicle A newly revised and updated 25th anniversary edition of the
internationally best selling spiritual classic, The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying,
written by Sogyal Rinpoche, is the ultimate introduction to Tibetan Buddhist
wisdom. An enlightening, inspiring, and comforting manual for life and death that
the New York Times calls, "The Tibetan equivalent of [Dante's] The Divine
Comedy," this is the essential work that moved Huston Smith, author of The
World's Religions, to proclaim, "I have encountered no book on the interplay of
life and death that is more comprehensive, practical, and wise."

[Cited: Book Depository, Introduction]

[P:39] TRUE SPIRITUALITY

‘True spirituality also is to be aware that if we are interdependent with
everything and everyone else, even our smallest, least significant thought,
word, and action have real consequences throughout the universe. Throw a
pebble into a pond. It sends a shiver across the surface of the water.
Ripples merge into one another and create new ones.
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Conscious spirituality in search of truth…
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The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying — Sogyal Rinpoche

Everything is inextricably interrelated:The Tibetan Book of The Dead -Sogyal
Rinpoche 1. We come to realize we are responsible for every we do, say, or
think, responsible in fact for ourselves, everyone and everything else, and the
entire universe.

THE DALAI LAMA HAS SAID:

“In today’s highly interdependent world, individuals and nations can no longer
resolve many of their problems by themselves. We need one another. We must
therefore develop a sense of universal responsibility…It is our collective and
individual responsibility to protect and nurture the global family, to support
its weaker members, and to preserve and tend to the environment in which
we live.”

[P:90, Para 3] UNIVERSAL CAUSATION

‘......Therefore there must be successive rebirths that allow continuum of mind
to be there. Buddhism believes in universal causation,that everything is subject
to change, and to causes and conditions. So there is no place given to a divine
creator, nor to beings who are self-created; rather everything arises as a
consequence of causes and conditions. So mind, or consciousness, too comes
into being as a result of its previous instants.’

[P:90, Para 5] CONSCIOUSNESS - REINCARNATION

‘Most people take the word “reincarnation” to imply there is some “thing ” that
reincarnates, which travels form life to life. But in Buddhism we do not believe
in an independent and unchanging entity like a soul or ego that survives the
death of the body. What provides the continuity between lives is not an entity,
we believe, but the ultimately subtlest levels of consciousness.’

[PP:103-104, Para 5] BARDOS

‘We can divide the whole of our existence into four realities: life, dying, and
death, after-death, and rebirth. These are the Four Bardos:

—the “natural” bardo of this life

— the “painful” bardo of dying

— the “luminous” bardo of dharmata, the “karmic” bardo of becoming

— rebirth, bardo of becoming

(1). The natural bardo of this life spans the entire period between birth and
  death. In our present state of knowledge, this may seem more than just
  a bardo, a transition.
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The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying — Sogyal Rinpoche

But if we think about it, it will become clear that, compared to enormous
length and duration of our karmic history, the time we spend in this life is in
fact relatively short. The teachings tell us emphatically that the bardo of this
life is the only, and therefore the best, time to prepare for death: by
becoming familiar with the teaching and stabilizing practice.

(2). The painful bardo of dying lasts from the beginning of the process of dying
  right up until the end of what is known as the “inner respiration”; this, in
  turn, culminates in the dawning of the nature of mind, what we call the
  “Ground Luminosity,” at the moment of death.

(3). The luminous bardo of dharmata encompasses the after-death experience
  of the radiance of the the nature of mind, the luminosity of “Clear Light,”
  which manifests as sound, colour and light.

 (4). The karmic bardo of becoming is what we generally call the Bardo or
        intermediate state, which lasts right up until the moment we take on a new
        birth.

                                      ____________________________

[P:209, Para 2] SPIRITUAL CARE

‘Spiritual care is not a luxury for a few; it is the essential right of every human
being, as essential as political liberty, medical assistance, and equality of
opportunity. A real democratic ideal would include knowledgeable spiritual
care for everyone as one of its most essential truths.’

[P:290, Para 1] DEATH - THE BARDO OF BECOMING

‘In the bardo of becoming we relive all the experiences of our past life,
 reviewing minute details long lost to memory, and revisiting places, the masters
say, “where we did no more than spit on the ground.’ Every seven days we are
compelled to go through the experience of of death once again, with all its
suffering.

If our death was peaceful, that peaceful state of mind is repeated; if it was
tormented, however, that torment is repeated too. And remember that this is
with a consciousness seven times more intense than that of life, and that in the
fleeting period of the bardo becoming, all the negative karma of previous lives
is returning, in a fiercely concentrated deranging way.’
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The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying — Sogyal Rinpoche

[P:292, Para 1] JUDGEMENT

Some accounts of the bardo describe a judgement scene, a kind of life review
similar to the post-mortem judgement found in many of the world’s cultures.
Your good conscience, a white guardian angel, acts as your defence counsel,
recounting the beneficial things you have done, while your bad conscience,
a black demon, submits the case for the prosecution. Good and bad are totalled
up as white and black pebbles. The “Lord of Death,” who presides, then consults
the mirror of karma and makes his judgement. I feel that in this judgement scene
there are some interesting parallels with the life-review of the near death
experience.
                                         ______________________________

3. SPIRITUAL TRUTH IS COMMON SENSE’

“Spiritual truth is not something elaborate and esoteric, it is in fact profound
common sense. When you realise the nature of mind, layers of confusion peel
away. You don’t actually “become” a Buddha, you simply cease, slowly, to be
deluded. And being a Buddha is not being some omnipotent spiritual superman,
but becoming at last a true human being.”

— Sogyal Rinpoche
                                _________________________________

Suggested resources:
The Tibetan Book of Living and Dying, Sogyal Rinpoche,San Francisco, America: 1992,
Harper Collins Publisher, ISBN: 0 7126 5437.
https://www.bookdepository.com/Tibetan-Book-Living-
Dying-Sogyal-Rinpoche/9780062508348?ref=grid-view&qid=1574200466215&sr=1-2
Uplift Connect - Sogyal Rinpoche, Seven Teachings from The Tibetan Book of The Dead,
https://upliftconnect.com/tibetan-book-of-living-and-dying/

LINK TO SPIRITUALITY INDEX
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DR PHILIP GROVES: SPIRITUAL FOUNDATIONS
Emanuel Swedenborg was a 17th-century mystic, philosopher, who
travelled to the astral-spiritual realms and later recorded these
experience. His extensive literature teachings stand as testimony today
in 2020 through the Swedenborg Foundation, a worldwide organisation.
Swedenborg literature has inspired countless students, teachers, seekers
of Truth and others to explore this work using their reasoning ability
along with intuition.

Among many who were inspired by Swedenborg teachings was Dr Philip W Groves,
an Australian based teacher, author, lecturer, with knowledgeable background that
included academia, naturopathy, psychology, and associated conscious spirituality
areas. Groves had four decades of experience teaching others about the necessity of
including conscious spiritual truths in their daily lives. Among Groves, many works are
his lecture notes, books and cassette tapes. Recently, former Sydney based students
of Dr Groves, Alwyn and Laurie Lewis, Hobart friends recently gave me a large volume
of Swedenborg literature, along with Dr Groves cassette lecture tapes. One his books
titled “Spiritual Foundations,” outlines in detail the many pathways available to
seekers of Truth exploring spiritual truths. In particular, the notion of heaven and hell,
science and religion. An extract from Dr Groves book follows.

—Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

‘Dr Philip W Groves (1920-1999) was highly educated in a broad range of subjects,
having PhD's in Biochemistry, Psychology and Divinity, was a qualified and practising
Naturopath and Psychotherapist, and had extensive knowledge of Chemistry, Marine
Biology, Egyptology, Comparative Religion and Botany. He taught for over 40 years
in universities, natural therapy colleges, and privately with groups of people drawn
to his teachings.’

The foundation of his teaching, whatever the topic, was always to guide people
into the abundance of life, the creative expression of life's potentials, as well
as developing greater knowledge and understanding of the world in which we live.
These goals were explored by the practical application and real methodology
founded in Esoteric Christianity, Sufism, and the works of Gurdjieff and Emanuel
Swedenborg, as well as science, history, botany and psychology. He demonstrated
at all times, in his life and his teaching, a great love of the world and of spiritual
Work, and these qualities are readily available in his many books.
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 DR PHILIP GROVES-BACKGROUND

DR PHILIP GROVES: SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION AND RELATED TOPICS

Conscious spirituality in search of truth…
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Spiritual Light Foundations - Dr Philip Groves

—Spiritual Foundations

—Soul, Mind and Body

—Patterns & Correspondences in the Human Body
   & the World of Plants

—Meanings & Correspondences of the Animal Kingdom

—The Starry Universe

—Spiritual Law and Order

—Time, State and Place

                                  —Regeneration

‘In the earthly, embodied state humanity is poised between two vast realms
of spiritual existence, which simultaneously and continuously act and influence
the totality of human speech, thought and behaviour. Each person makes or
breaks themselves spiritually according to whether they open themselves to
an influx of forces, processes and falsities from hell or to an influx of forces,
processes and truths from heaven.

Whether this fact be consciously recognised or not, the truth remains that every
individual is what they are by virtue of the various forces and influences from
these two realms which they admit into their own life by their own consent and
confirmation. Heaven and hell are not mere idle concepts or beliefs emerging
from the mistiness of an irrational theology, but are actual realms connected
with and yet extending infinitely beyond the boundaries of this earth.

Both heaven and hell comprise the spiritual world in which men and women
inwardly move during the whole of their earth life and to which they automatically
belong the instant that earth life terminates. Indeed, it is from the spiritual world
that an individual draws and derives everything that they need to activate, satisfy
and complete their earth life.

Human beings are fundamentally spiritual beings – souls – who are connected
with a mind and a physical body in an outward way, and who are inseparably
integrated with the spiritual world in an inward way. That which a person inwardly
receives from the various levels of the spiritual world they externally work out,
apply and express in the physical world of space, time, matter and energy.
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Spiritual Light Foundations — Dr Philip Groves

All that is received and applied from heaven is positive, good, useful and
wholesome, while all that is received and applied from hell is negative,
destructive and disorderly. Everyone is internally conjoined with both heaven
and hell; everyone in some way gives expression to the things of heaven and hell;
and every person may, if they so desire, learn to control their life in such
a manner that the influence of hell is lessened and reduced in favour of
the ascendancy of the influence of heaven.

Heaven is not a particular place circumscribed by limited dimensions but
is a high universal cosmic state arising from the power and presence of God.
Heaven is where God is acknowledged, received and loved, for it is the essential
communion between humanity and the Lord of all. Heaven is the reciprocal
conjunction between humans and God so that God is in each person and each
person is in God, and the extent to which this conjunction takes place
determines the state or level of heaven that is entered into.

When a person actively seeks spiritual regeneration and allows the power
of God to transform their inner life, then heaven becomes for them an
immediate and clearly experienced reality. Hell, also, is a universal state
but its origin is with people and not God. Hell is the antithesis of heaven and
is that life state where God is spurned, rejected and denied in favour of self-love
and the madness of self-exaltation. It is through a person themselves that hell
comes into being, for it is the totality of all those lowly urges, lusts, hatreds,
suspicions, jealousies, antagonisms and falsities which are entertained, fostered
and expressed.

Hell is certainly not a place prepared by God as the eternal home for evil doers.
In God there is absolutely nothing whatsoever of punishment, revenge,
vindictiveness, hatred, anger or the like, and certainly no plan or provision for
condemning evil doers to hell. Whoever enters hell does so of their own accord,
by a willingness to enter into conjunction with those states, qualities and
properties that belong to hell, and simply because the person takes delight
in these things.

Hell is the result of an individual’s thinking, willing and acting from themselves
in all things without reference to, or accepting guidance from, the Lord.
God creates all that is good, true, beautiful, lovely and heavenly as the means
through which we may eternally participate ever more fully in the infinite
richness and delight of heaven, but we have acted by our own freedom and
sought to create a world for ourselves in accordance with personal wishes,
desires and wants.
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Spiritual Light Foundations — Dr Philip Groves

Throughout the whole of history myriads of human beings have plunged themselves
into the falsities of hell and there they still remain as the artificers
of evil and as persuasive spirits who connect themselves with men and women
on the earth, and insinuate into them an endless variety of evil lusts and motives.

Hell becomes progressively larger and more populous with each succeeding
generation, and a very widespread evil influence incessantly impinges upon
the mental and spiritual thresholds of all people. It is little wonder that so much
discord, mistrust, strife, mischief, crime, belligerence and war are present
among the inhabitants of the earth.

People everywhere are unwittingly opening themselves to an influx of force
from hell by their small and selfish attitudes, and they expose the entire race
to a danger that is infinitely greater than the threat of nuclear war.
Nuclear bombs are capable of destroying the bodies, but not the souls, of perhaps
countless millions of individuals, while the monstrous influence of hell is capable
of plunging virtually all people into spiritual death - which is the most terrible
thing that can happen to any person.

Spiritual darkness has increased with alarming rapidity among the people of this
planet. It has always been present to some extent and has been the fundamental
cause of the troubles that have afflicted humankind.

In this present age of scientific progress and technological development the main
emphasis is upon the brilliance of the human intellect and the effective manner
in which it exploits the resources of nature and finds ways and means of bringing
them under control. The tangible and dramatic findings of science lead many
people to assume that visible nature is the only reality and that life itself is
merely a natural phenomenon restricted to the earth.

They assert that all such concepts as God, soul, heaven, hell, immortality,
salvation and rebirth are mere products of the imagination and reject them
as ‘junk’ inherited from less enlightened ages.

Even many eminent ministers of religion have confirmed in themselves these
materialistic views put forward by scientific thinkers, and they even openly
proclaim that natural forces lie at the basis of life, and that the spiritual life
of humanity is but a development of naturalistic evolution which is the supposed
means by which living things emerged out of the mud and ooze of the primeval
earth. Such is the subtlety of the persuasive influence of hell that it causes even
those who profess to be the expounders of Divine truth to assume materialistic
views that dispense with the notion of a Divine Creator.
…           /5
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Spiritual Light Foundations — Dr Philip Groves

The cunning art of duplicity enables an evil person to create the
impression of being honest, righteous and noble; but when their earth life
ends this double game ceases and the buried evils are dramatically displayed
for all to see.

The soul is the cardinal fact and central pillar of human life and requires all the
attention, care, nurture and consideration that is possible in order to flourish,
to evolve and to come into spiritual and celestial maturity. In order that the life
of the soul should prosper it is necessary that each man and woman should learn
to regard themselves in the light of eternity and conduct themselves in such
a way that their earth-life corresponds to the harmonious unity of the celestial
heavens.
                               ____________________________________

Suggested resources:
Spiritual Foundations, Dr Philip Groves.
http://www.swedenborg.com.au/philip-w-groves
http://www.swedenborg.com.au/
www.philipcrouch.org

LINK TO SPIRITUALITY INDEX
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CHARLES T TART: THE END OF MATERIALISM-SPIRITUALITY
When researching or following spiritually-related pathways people
often find conflict with trying to discern differences between science,
scientism, religion, cultural belief and materialism. Professor Charles
T Tart has attempted to identify these conflicts in his brilliant book
“End of Materialism.” Tarts background experience includes more
than four decades of academia, parapsychology research, science,
and transpersonal psychology.

Tart predominantly believes there are consistent patterns of interconnectedness
existing between science, spirituality, and consciousness. During the 1970s whilst
exploring extrasensory perception, ESP, telepathy and related parapsychology literature
Tart's publications were rewarding reading. In 2018 whilst researching consciousness-
spirituality fields I discovered Tart's book“End of Materialism” (published in 2018).
An extract from this inspiring book highlighting an interconnecting link between
science, spirituality and materialism follow.
                                                                                     —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

‘Modern science has taught us much about the world, but will science ever make
spirituality obsolete? Today, the need for spiritual explanations remains strong--
some 20 percent of the population describes themselves as "spiritual, but not
religious," that is, unaffiliated with a specific church or synagogue but engaged
in spiritual seeking. A 2006 survey found that 92 percent of Americans believe
in a personal God--that is, a god with a distinct set of character traits.

The classic materialist view is of a universe of separate objects that occasionally
and meaninglessly affect each other through material forces. These objects are
considered to be dead matter. But are things more linked than we normally
imagine? This book presents an elegant argument that the twenty-first century
needs a much broader perspective on the nature of reality than traditional
science is capable of delivering.

In The End of Materialism, Tart presents research that supports the existence
of paranormal phenomena and shows readers how science and spirituality can
be understood as two interconnected halves of a whole instead of as forces in
opposition. The book presents Tart's most intriguing findings in his fifty-year
career investigating paranormal phenomena in scientific experiments at
prestigious institutions including Stanford University and the University of
California, Davis.
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The End of Materialism — Charles T Tart,

This book offers evidence for the existence of telepathy, clairvoyance,
precognition, psychokinesis, and psychic healing, and explains other
phenomena such as out-of-body experiences and near-death experiences.
This book is ideal for scientifically minded individuals curious about life's spiritual
side as well as spiritually inclined people seeking to back up their beliefs with
legitimate scientific evidence.’

[Cited: Book Depository introduction].

[PP:33-37]

‘So hear you are, a human being with a yearning for something higher than
simple material gratification, something “spiritual.” Yet modern science,
the most powerful knowledge-refinement system in history, which has led
to enormous power over the physical world, seems to tell you in no uncertain
terms that you yearn for nothing nothing but fantasy— superstitious, outmoded
nonsense that will make you less fit to live in the “real” world.

This isn’t a very comfortable position to be in. Something in us yearns for this
higher thing we vaguely call “spirit,” but we don’t want to feel stupid or
crazy. How can we clarify, expand, and refine our knowledge (that’s basically
what science is about) in a way that allows us to see how much of a reality basis
we have for our spirituality, instead of being stuck in this dilemma?

I saw two common responses to this science-versus-spirit conflict as I was
growing up. People had spiritual impulses to various degrees, usually expressed
through the religions they were bought up in as children. As young children,
they generally accepted their religions with few questions, but then conflict
would begin as they began thinking for themselves and came into contact with
the scientific, materialistic view of the world that invalidated their beliefs.

Such conflict is necessary and healthy in many ways, of course, because
we need to start thinking for ourselves as we grow up. But it can be certainly
be distressing. One major “solution” to the uncomfortable feeling of conflict
was to “convert” to materialism. The reaction was kind of like this: ‘Right, my
religion is is an old superstition; science has proven that there’s nothing in the
world but matter and physical energy, so I’d better try to live as as happy a life
as possible within that world—and not think about death or such things as God
or purpose or meaning.”
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The End of Materialism — Charles T Tart,

The second major “solution” I observed was one of psychological isolation
or compartmentalization. Religion and spirituality were thought about at and
perhaps acted upon for a limited time, usually on one special day of the week,
and the rest of life was spent in pursuing various material goals, but the two
aspects of life were otherwise kept as mentally isolated as possible from one
another.

If you don’t consciously see that you have competing, clashing views of
something, it won’t feel as if you have a conflict. But, at a deeper,
psychological level, your psyche is not whole when you do this;
the conflict will exact a price from you on less-conscious levels.

I was lucky when I went through this conflict in my teens. I discovered the
literature of scientific parapsychology (as it was then and is still called) and
the older literature of its originating field, psychical research (a term still in
use and with wider implications, but not as widely known in the United States
as parapsychology), and found that I wasn’t the first to experience this kind
of conflict between science and religion.

Many intelligent people in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had
struggle with this issue as science became more powerful and religion typically
gave way to science. Early presidents of the London-based Society for Psychical
Research included such luminaries as philosopher Henry Sidgewick , philosopher
and later Prime Minister of Great Britain Arthur Balfour, psychologist William
James, physicist Sir William Crookes, philosopher F.W.H. Myers, physicist
Sir Oliver Lodge, physicist Sir William Barrett, physiologist Charles Richet,
mathematician Eleanor Sedgewick, philosopher Henri Bergson, psychologist
William McDougall, psychologist Robert Thouless, and psychologist Gardner
Murphy.
                    ________________________________

Science is undoubtedly right about so many things, they reasoned. Religion
is indeed full of factually false ideas about the physical world and some beliefs
that are psychologically unhealthy, if not downright crazy. Yet our ethics and
morality, our highest values, come from religion. Won’t we be on  the same level
as the savage beasts, “red in tooth and claw,” if we completely reject religion?

And is everything in religion factually false? This was a real worry: there has
never been a lack of historical and contemporary evidence of just how selfish
and bestial people can be, and science has all to often been applied to vastly
increase human suffering, as well as to alleviate it.
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The End of Materialism — Charles T Tart

Materialistic science gives no transcendent values at all to live by, yet it was
replacing religion, the major source of values—not that formal religion
guarantees that people will be kinder and more moral, of course; many horrors
have been committed in the name of religion, but it at least usually provides
a framework favoring the moral life.

I was lucky to have read writings on psychical research while I myself was in
conflict, because some of these early researchers had a radical idea, which was
just what I needed. Scientific method—as separated from the particular theories
and findings accumulating from applications of the method at any particular
time —had been used very successfully in the physical sciences to increase our
knowledge of the world and our consequent ability to improve it.

It had enabled us to reject many historical ideas about the world that were
shown to be useless or false, and replace them with understandings that worked
much better. The applications of the germ theory of disease, for instance,
resulted in much better control over deadly epidemics than ringing bells to
frighten away evil spirits. Could the same thing be done with religion?

By applying essential scientific method method to the phenomena of religion
and spirituality, could we separate the wheat from the chaff—any real and
important essence of spirituality from the superstitions and distortions of
the ages? Could we thus create a refined spirituality and religion that would
give us a basis for human values, while leaving the superstitions, outmoded
ideas, and psychopathologies behind?

By the time I was reading material on psychical research and parapsychology,
in the early 1950’s some of this application of essential scientific method,
without a philosophical or political commitment that all knowledge must be
reduced to only material knowledge, had been done, and a certain reality
to spiritual phenomena had been, to my then—teenage mind( and my current,
more mature, adult mind ), clearly demonstrated.

By “demonstrated,” I mean that by the formal, rational rules of science, which
have worked so well in understanding the physical world, human beings
occasionally have experiences and show certain behaviors that cannot be
reduced to materialistic explanations and that look like fundamental aspects
of a spiritual nature.’
                                  ________________________________
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The End of Materialism — Charles T Tart

Suggested resources:
The End of Materialism, Charles T Tart, PhD, 2009, New Harbringer Publications, USA.
View content via Book Depository:[Copies not available 2020].
https://www.bookdepository.com/End-Materialism-Charles-T-
Tart/9781572246454?ref=grid-view&qid=1579141128102&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.com/End-Materialism-Evidence-Paranormal-
Bringing/dp/1572246456?_encoding=UTF8&tag=psychologicalpro
Professor Charles T Tart
http://www.issc-taste.org/index.shtml

INK TO SPIRITUALITY INDEX
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MARY & FREDERIC  BRUSSANT: SPIRITUAL PRACTICES IN YOUR CIRCLE
Spiritual circles, or development group meetings are held weekly
across the globe each offering various conscious-spirituality related
disciplines or discussion topics for participants. The purpose of these
circles might range from meditation, spiritual healing to mediumship
practices.

Mary and Frederic Brussant are both highly experienced circle group leaders and
suggest an excellent set of guidelines for encouraging efficient circle practices
through their “Vision Circles A Soul-Making Process.” Any impending circle group
leader or facilitator could benefit from their format style as the details of the
guidelines provide confidence for new group leader experience and participant trust
in group processes. Since the 1980s I have facilitated various circles and group
practice styles. One of the most important aspects that remain constant for me is
that leaders and participants remain mindful that as Silver Birch and others espouse,
“first and foremost we are a spirit having a human experience.” An extract from
Mary and Frederic Brussant circle guidelines follow.

  — Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

HOSPITALITY

‘You have not come together to judge but to welcome. This applies to the
stories you consider as well as the other people in the circle. Often our approach
to cultural stories is suspicious. Does this film have a hidden agenda?  Is this novel
truly valuable or is it just entertaining? When you work with a variety of
resources — from obvious choices to unlikely ones — you practice openness and
receptivity. Show hospitality to strange stories and you will often find yourself
entertaining angels.[Spirits].

ATTENTION

Watching, reading, listening — these are all aspects of paying attention, one
of the most important spiritual practices. Stories require you to be truly present
with them to find their meanings. Your conversation about them reinforces this
practice by requiring you to be mindful of others and your own reactions.

CONNECTIONS

Spirituality, it has been said, is the art of making connections. This is also true
of conversation. In a Values & Visions Circle, you are asked to make connections
within a story, between the story and your life, and among your story and the
stories of others in your circle.
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Mary & Frederic  Brussant: Spiritual Practices in Your Circle

SOUL MAKING PROCESS

For those of you who like to see a process behind the free flow of conversation,
here is a good one for soulmaking.

STEP ONE:

Focus on the story (film, book, audio). Share your experience of it by expressing
your feelings and ideas about its meaning. (No Cross-talk Sharing).

STEP TWO:

Go deeper into the story. Examine themes of the story and how they are
developed. (Conversation, perhaps in pairs or small groups within the circle)

STEP THREE:

Relate the theme to the stories of your lives. Share personal experiences.
(Conversation, perhaps in pairs or small groups from the circle).

STEP FOUR:

Share and engage all the stories to see what meanings arise.
(Conversation with full circle).

(1). Maintain confidentiality. What is said in the circle stays in the circle.

(2). Be an active participant. Come prepared to share, even when you don't
        feel like it.

(3). Respect each other's need to be quiet occasionally. Everyone has a right
        to "pass" even during periods of no cross-talk sharing.

(4). Speak from the heart. Freely reveal your feelings and beliefs.
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Mary & Frederic  Brussant: Spiritual Practices in Your Circle

(5).  Listen from the heart. Give the speaker your full attention. Do not try to
         listen and think about what you will say next at the same time.

 (6).   As much as possible, be concrete rather than abstract. Tell a personal
          story. Illustrate your points. Make connections between the subject of your
          conversation and the experiences of your daily life.

 (7).   Don't interrupt or dominate. Don't try to be an expert.

 (8).  Speak only for yourself. Don't try to clarify someone else's point.

 (9).  Do not offer unsolicited advice. Do not counsel or analyze someone.

 (10). Be there with empathy when it is needed and support when it is
          requested.

Values & Visions Circles are encouraged to engage in conversation. This is not
the same thing as talk, according to archetypal psychologist James Hillman:
"Not just any talk is conversation, not any talk raises consciousness.
A subject can be talked to death, a person talked to sleep.

Good conversation has an edge: it opens your eyes to something, quickens your
ears. And good conversation reverberates: it keeps on talking in your mind later
in the day; the next day, you find yourself still conversing with what was said.
That reverberation afterwards is the very raising of your consciousness: your
mind's been moved. You are at another level with your reflections."

May the conversations in your Values & Visions Circle be characterized by
compassionate and loving listening. May your conversations open your eyes
and create reverberations that linger with you long after you have left the
circle for the day. And may you experience interesting and welcome turnarounds
of your soul through your experiences together.
                                         _________________________________

Suggested resources:
Spiritual Practices in Your Circle - A soul making process.
https://www.spiritualityandpractice.com/films/visions-features/view/15948/values-
visions-circles-a-soulmaking-process
Peer Spirit - The Circle Way
https://peerspirit.com/our-books/
https://youtu.be/EKXvflscvqs

LINK TO SPIRITUALITY INDEX
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KAREN WYATT MD: END OF LIFE UNIVERSITY E.O.L.
As a former medical practitioner and hospice director with
twenty-five years experience, Karen Wyatt MD is a leading
pioneer of community education and discussion evolving
around death-dying. Testament to Wyatt's passionate
public awareness-raising can be identified through her
“End Of Life University” project on her website.

In context, Wyatt's approach to death-dying moves beyond standard professional medical
model approaches to Palliative Care by way of including conscious spirituality literature
approaches to ‘end-of-life-care.’ Seekers of Truth would benefit significantly in
accessing Wyatt’s books, articles and outer online resources. Her approach focuses
on a range of practices towards positive non-confronting approaches along with a deeper
understanding of processes in end-of-life-care today.

Wyatt’s blog, 19th June 2017, titled “The Six Mystical Teachings the Whole World Needs
Right Now” outlines an interdependence we all share of love, creativity, spirituality,
a connection to “God” and more. An extract follows.

—Philip Crouch, Tasmania,2020

‘If it seems like the entire planet has gone slightly mad over the past few months,
you are not alone in that perception. In fact, a Pew Research Study:
has shown that intolerance has been increasing around the world for the past
decade, including “crimes, malicious acts and violence motivated by religious
hatred or bias.”What’s going on here? Shouldn’t our religions be teaching us to
behave in a more positive and “godlike” manner rather than fostering hatred?
The problem seems to lie less in religion itself and more with the level of
consciousness of individuals who practice various religions. Rigid and narrow
ways of thinking are more likely to lead to intolerant practices than inclusive
and flexible states of mind.

However, throughout history every religion has yielded mystical teachers who
have brought messages to mankind that transcend the consciousness of the
masses, such as Abraham, Christ, Buddha, Rumi, Mohammed, Confucius, Lao Tzu,
and Krishna, among others. These teachers who represent different religions have
each taught some common principles that transcend every religion and show us
how to live in peace in a diverse world.’
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End of Life University - Karen Wyatt MD

(1). THERE IS ONE GOD

      There is One Creative Force in the Universe, from which everything, both seen
and unseen, derives. That same One God is viewed differently by each of us
through our own individual lens, which may have been shaped by religion, family,
society, education, life experiences, or other factors.

A small and narrow lens leads to a limited and partial view of God, including
blindness to the fact that every other person has been created by that same God;
and every other religion worships the same God. A limited view of God through
a tiny lens leads to judgment and bias toward others who seem to be different
from and inferior to us.

You can expand your own “lens” by learning about people who differ from
you,studying mystical teachings, and using your own life experiences to guide
you to a new way of seeing. Think of someone you feel judgmental toward and
then list all of the things that you actually have in common with that person.

      (2). GOD IS LOVE

The Creative Force of God is actually love made visible. Everything in existence
derives from love and thrives on love. But a narrow lens may make it difficult
to perceive love as a creative force and to manifest love in your own life.
Therefore your actions will be driven by the greed and fear of lower
consciousness if you cannot take the higher path and be guided by love.

Spend time each day bringing love into your life - and sharing it with others.
Meditate or pray with the thought that love constantly pours into your heart
from the Creator, only to overflow to the people around you.

 (3). ALL IS ONE

      We are One with every other aspect of creation, including every other human
being. While our narrow lens may reveal to us only the differences that separate
us from others, we share with every creature the truth that we have been spun
into existence from the breath of God and also that our physical form will one
day dissolve back into the Divine Source of creativity. In other words, each of
us has been born into physical existence and each of us will also die one day.
That fact is responsible for the greatest common bond between all living things
and means that our primary struggle in this life is shared with every other being.
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End of Life University - Karen Wyatt MD

(4). WHAT IS IN ONE IS IN THE WHOLE

Because we are connected with every other living thing in existence, what
we do to one aspect of creation we do to all of creation, including ourselves.
If you harm another person, you harm yourself and the entire planet. If you heal
another with love, you bring healing to all of life. Every word, every thought,
every action is significant and should come from positive intention,  that is,
from love. Only love sustains and nourishes life for the good of the Whole.

Do one thing “for the good of the Whole” every day. Think of a simple positive
act that can make a difference for someone else.

(5).  CHANGE COMES FROM WITHIN

To change what is outside of us we must first change what is inside of us.
In fact, you are powerless to change the world around you to fit your mind’s
concept of “how things should be.” You can only change yourself, which
requires spending your lifetime looking within and understanding the wounds you
carry. If you want to rid the world of darkness, you must look into your own
darkness first. Shine the light of love on the pain you hold: the fear, anger,
shame and greed that have been hidden within. Use your light to expose your
own shortcomings rather than looking for what’s wrong with others. What you
heal within you will be healed in all of creation. Journal about the wounds that
hide in your Shadow. How can you love the parts of yourself that are in pain?

(6). NOTHING LASTS, EVERYTHING CHANGES … EXCEPT LOVE

If you think you can keep life the way it is right now or go back to “the way
things used to be,” you are in error. Everything in this universe changes from
moment to moment and that is a fact you must embrace. If you resist change
within yourself you will waste your vital Life Force on a task that leads
nowhere. Learn to ride the waves of change and focus on the process rather
 than the outcome, for you cannot control the future.

Since love, as the Divine Creator of all, is the only constant that does not change,
bring love always to every moment. Let love guide you as you work on changing
your own inner landscape. Love is the light you need to illuminate your painful
wounds and also to heal them. Allow love into your awareness and let it be your
tool for change as you work to change yourself and thereby change the world.
Contemplate where and how you are resisting change in your life. Write about
what might help you let go and allow change to unfold-in its own way.
                           ____________________________
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End of Life University - Karen Wyatt MD

Suggested resources:
End of Life University Karen Wyatt, MD.
Six Mystical Teachings the Whole World Needs Right Now
http://eoluniversityblog.com/?p=555&mc_cid=97aa91b36c&mc_eid=777a6dc28f; Home:
https://www.eoluniversity.com
https://www.karenwyattmd.com/apps/blog/show/43376045-6-ways-to-get-more-love-
in-your-life
Book- What Really Matters,Karen Wyatt
https://www.bookdepository.com/What-Really-Matters-2nd-Edition-Karen-Marie-
Wyatt/9780982685549?ref=grid-view&qid=1579149579189&sr=1-2
Guardian Article - Intolerance on The Rise
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/sep/20/religious-intolerance-on-rise
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CASSANDRA VIETEN: INSTITUTE OF NOETIC SCIENCES-IONS
The Institute of Noetic Sciences, IONS is a progressive international
science-based organisation researching connections between mind-
body-spirit-health and more. Cassandra Vieten PhD was IONS
president in 2017, and in 2018 published the following blog on IONS
website, “Spiritual Competencies in Mental Health Care.”

Vieten makes strong links between mental health-consciousness-spirituality, especially
concerning emotional, mental and psychological well being. IONS as an organisation
provides new levels of scientific understanding towards this new paradigm of mind-
body-spirit research. Members, and the general public can have access to published
research online through ' IONS Earth Centre Retreat', online webinars and regular e-
newsletters, or published blogs.

Dr Edgar Mitchell a former USA astronaut, scientist, and member of NASA space team's
first moon landing founded IONS. For seekers of Truth or probers I highly recommend
subscribing, joining as a member, starting a local IONS community group and accessing
the latest resources on science-consciousness, mind, body, spirit, online publications.
An extract from Cassandra Vieten's blog on “Spiritual Competencies in Mental Health
Care” appears below.
                                                                                     —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

‘An important part of IONS mission is to encourage society’s institutions to pay
more attention to the connection between science and spirituality to ease
suffering and promote thriving. As part of this, we have been engaged in a
collaborative effort to help providers and policy-makers in the field of mental
health care recognize the importance of spirituality in most people’s emotional
and psychological lives.

The field of mental health (psychology, psychiatry, social work, and counselling)
in general has tended to shy away from spiritual or religious aspects of clients
lives. William James, widely recognized as the father of the field of psychology,
believed that spirituality was an essential aspect of people’s psychological well-
being. But the later movements of psychoanalysis and behaviourism rejected
religion and spirituality as “patently infantile” and “foreign to reality,”

  (1). with cognitive behaviorist Albert Ellis going so far as to call spirituality
        “childish dependency…spirit and soul is horseshit of the worst sort.”

  (2). In modern times, there has been a push for the field to become more
       scientific and evidence-based, with the mistaken assumption that this
       means exclusion of the spiritual and religious dimensions of people’s lives.
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Cassandra Vieten - Institute of Noetic Sciences, IONS

In fact, hundreds of studies show a consistently positive relationship between
spiritual and religious beliefs and practices, and psychological and emotional
well-being.

Because of their training, most mental health providers don’t know this.
They do not receive training in how to inquire about spirituality or religion
as a routine part of taking a client’s history, nor in how to harness spiritual
and religious resources to help people recover from psychological disorders
or difficulty adjusting to life’s circumstances.

Spiritual and religious background, beliefs and practices are rarely addressed in
mental health assessment and treatment, even though they are strongly related
to psychological well-being for most people.

Over the last decade, and with the help of my colleagues, I have led the charge
to convene focus groups of mental health providers, conducted two large-scale
surveys, published two peer-reviewed papers on the link between spirituality
and mental health — Spiritual and Religious Competencies for Psychologists
and Competencies for Psychologists in the Domains of Religion and
Spirituality. We have also co-written a book titled Spiritual and Religious
Competencies in Clinical Practice: Guidelines for Psychologists and Mental
Health Professionals.

We were recently awarded a grant from the Templeton Foundation through
Bowling Green University in collaboration with researchers at Baylor University
and the University of Maryland to conduct a large-scale survey of mental health
care professionals and patients to inform spiritual competency curriculum
development.

This project is designed to catalyze better training in spiritual and religious
beliefs and practices among mental health providers. We will survey a diverse
national sample of 1200 mental health care professionals, another sample of
1000 mental health clients, and work together to create an introductory training
program for mental health providers.

I presented this work last year at the American Psychological Association meeting
in Washington DC, and also presented it at the American Psychiatric Association
this last month in New York City.
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Cassandra Vieten - Institute of Noetic Sciences, IONS

Through your support, IONS is making a difference in how the field of health
care incorporates these important dimensions of people’s lives. Our goal at IONS
is to help people understand how the inner world is just as important as biology,
genetics, and environment in helping people have a sense of belonging, purpose,
and well-being.

      ___________________________________________________

 1) Freud, Sigmund. 1962. Civilization and its discontents. New York: W.W. Norton.

 2) Ellis, A. (2001). Albert Ellis on REBT [Video]. Interview by M. Heery. Retrieved January 26,
     2015.

3 Dr. Edgar Mitchell on the Nature of the Universe:
“The universe is a self-organizing, intelligent, creative, trial-and-error learning, participatory,
interactive, non-locally interconnected and evolving system”

                                  __________________________

Suggested resources:
IONS: Spiritual Competencies in Mental Health Care, 05June2018
https://noetic.org/blog/spiritual-competencies-mental-health-care/
IONS: https://noetic.org/
Freud, Sigmund. 1962. Civilization and its discontents. New York: W.W. Norton.
https://www.wwnorton.co.uk/books/9780393304510-civilization-and-its-discontents
Albert Ellis on REBT [Video]. Interview by M. Heery. Retrieved January 26, 2015
http://www.psychotherapy.net/video/albert-ellis-rebt
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BEYOND UFOs-F.R.E.E VOLUME ONE

L I N K  T O  C O N T E N T S  P A G E

Conscious spirituality in search of truth…

UFOs And Beyond 2020

When I learned that aliens really do exist, I wasn't too surprised. But what did shock
    me when I started investigating extra-terrestrial reports a decade ago is the extent to
    which the proof has been hushed up. It isn't just the US government which has kept quiet
     about alien visits. It would be arrogant of an American like myself to assume that ETs
     would only choose to visit my country. Indeed, I've heard convincing stories about
     governments all over the world that know of alien visits - including the British
      government."
                                                                                                              - Edgar Mitchell

www.philipcrouch.org +61(0)401 000 067 Tasmania, Australia.
Published 2020



BEYOND UFOs-F.R.E.E VOLUME ONE
The Foundation for Research into Extraterrestrial Extraordinary
Experiences FREE recently published an intensive five-year scientific
research  project titled “Beyond UFO’s-The Science of Consciousness
and Contact with Non-Human Intelligence Vol 1.” Published in 2018,
this deeply informative 820-page book is based on an in-depth data
analysis drawn from 4,200 survey respondents from 100 countries.

"Beyond UFO" literature contains "contactee experiencers"  as expressed by survey
participants who had entered into a three-phase questionnaire response. An impending
research publication following on from the above scientific work titled “A Greater
Reality” is expected to be published in September 2020. The Beyond UFOs book,
and subsequent research has had a profound personal impact on me broadening a
resolve 'consciousness' exist beyond the human brain. An introduction extracted from
book depository's website and a formal F.R.E.E 2018 press release follows.
                                                                                     —Philip Crouch, Tasmania,2020

“This 820 page book details the academic research findings of the world's first
comprehensive multi-language quantitative and qualitative 5 year academic
research study on individuals that have had UFO related contact with Non Human
Intelligence (NHI)-- The FREE Experiencer Research Study. Over the last 5 years
FREE has collected detailed responses to 3 extensive quantitative and qualitative
surveys from over 4,200 individuals from over 100 countries. Our survey findings
from these thousands of "Experiencers" contradict much of what is circulating in
mainstream materialist Ufology. Our academic book will establish a new paradigm
for viewing the UAP (UFO) Contact Phenomenon.

FREE argues that "Consciousness" and the paranormal and psychic aspects
of this phenomenon is the key to understanding this complex phenomenon
instead of the traditional materialist perspective of "nuts & bolt's" Ufology.
The Dr. Edgar Mitchell Foundation for Research into Extraterrestrial and
Extraordinary Experiences, or FREE, is a 501c3 Academic Research Not for Profit
Foundation. FREE was co-founded by the late Apollo 14 astronaut Dr. Edgar
Mitchell, Dr. Rudy Schild, an Emeritus Research Astronomer at the Harvard
/Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics at Harvard University, Australian researcher
Mary Rodwell and Rey Hernandez, an Attorney and Experiencer who was a Ph.D.
Candidate at the University of California at Berkeley. FREE is comprised of retired
academic professors and lay researchers who have been researching the field of
Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon (UAP) and contact with Non-Human Intelligence
(NHI) for more than 30 years. The Executive Director of FREE is Harvard
Astrophysicist Dr. Rudy Schild.” [Book Depository, Introduction]
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Beyond UFOs -Press Release 2018

The Dr. Edgar Mitchell FREE Foundation Has Published
Their Groundbreaking Study On Consciousness and
Contact Press Release For “Beyond UFOs: The Science of
Consciousness and Contact with Non Human Intelligence.”
                                                                          —Dr Lisa Galarneau

FREE was co-founded by the late Dr. Edgar Mitchell, Harvard Astrophysicist Dr.
Rudy Schild, Researcher Mary Rodwell, and Researcher and Contact
Experiencer Reiniero ‘Rey’Hernandez. The Dr. Edgar Mitchell Foundation for
Research into Extraterrestrial and Extraordinary Encounters (FREE) is a 501c3 not-
for-profit research institute comprised of 9 retired academic and lay researchers
who are investigating the relationship between Consciousness, Contact
Experiences, and Non Human Intelligence.

Apollo 14 astronaut Dr. Mitchell, Australian researcher Mary Rodwell, Harvard
astrophysicist Dr. Rudy Schild, and Rey Hernandez are the four co-founders of
FREE. Dr. Rudy Schild, an emeritus professor of Astrophysics at Harvard University,
is the FREE Executive Director. The late Dr. Edgar Mitchell founded FREE based on
the following theoretical premise:

There are no unnatural or supernatural phenomena, only very large gaps in our
knowledge of what is natural. Our book Beyond UFOs: The Science of Consciousness
and Contact with Non Human Intelligence is a detailed analysis of the FREE
Experiencer Research Study — the world’s first comprehensive and international
academic research study of over 4,200 individuals from over 100 countries who
have have had UFO/UAP (Unidentified Aerial Phenomenon) related contact with
Non Human Intelligence (NHI).

We live in an exciting world where advances in space exploration and astrophysics
are matched by the wonder of UAP sightings and deep inner space phenomena as
detailed in the field of parapsychology. We now understand that the speed of
thought far exceeds the speed of light. We live in a quantum universe in which
quantum effects reside in the dark energy fields and support telepathic transfer
of information from mind to mind, through the exchange of quantum holograms.

Proceeding at the speed of thought allows for what the Dr. Edgar Mitchell FREE
Foundation calls the Contact Modalities — contact with Non Human Intelligence
(NHI) via UFO/UAP related contact, Near Death Experiences (NDEs), Out of Body
Experiences (OBEs), Channeling, Telepathic communications, Remote Viewing,
visual sightings of Orbs, Spirits,Hallucinogenic Journeys, etc., which involve
parapsychological phenomena such as telepathy, clairvoyance, clairaudience,
precognition, retrocognition, etc. — Dr. Rudy Schild.
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Beyond UFOs -Press Release 2018

Over the last 5 years, 8 retired Ph.D. academics and 15 additional lay investigators
have volunteered to assist the Dr. Edgar Mitchell FREE Foundation in developing
3 academic surveys and in collecting and analyzing the data from over 4,200
responses to these surveys. We have spent 15 months analyzing the data from our
3 surveys and writing the various chapters for our book Beyond UFOs, which will
have 15 chapters written by 16 authors and will be approximately 800 pages in
length. It was released July 22nd, 2018 and is available for purchase on
Amazon.com [or Book Depository].

Beyond UFOs: The Science of Consciousness & Contact with Non Human
Intelligence (Volume 1) This 820 page book details the academic research
findings of the world's first comprehensive multi-language… www.amazon.com

This historic book reveals data from thousands of Experiencers in over 100
countries. The treasure trove of quantitative and qualitative data we received
contradicts much of the information that is circulating about these phenomena.
We expect that our research findings will dramatically change both the paradigms
of Consciousness Studies and what is commonly known as Ufology. The publication
date for the book will be August 1st, and it can be ordered via Amazon.

FREE hypothesizes that all types of contact with NHI might actually be one
phenomenon that should not be studied separately. These types of contact
include NDEs, OBEs, UAP Contact, Remote Viewing, Channeling, Communications
with Ghosts/Spirits, Hallucinogenic Shamanic Journeys, Telepathic Contact,
Sightings of Orbs, PSI, and other types of Paranormal or Extrasensory Contact with
NHI. The term Contact Modalities includes all of the ways that humans have
pierced the dimensional veils and have had contact with NHI.

We firmly believe that cross comparative academic research on Experiencers
of the Contact Modalities will provide insight into the validity of various models
of consciousness, and once the necessary cross comparative research has been
undertaken among the various Contact Modalities, numerous commonalities will
be derived that are shared by many of the Experiencers of the Contact Modalities.
The common variables identified from these Experiencers can then be utilized
to develop a viable hypothesis for a possible Unification Theory of Consciousness
and Contact with NHI.

Table of Contents — Beyond UFOs: The Science of Consciousness and

Contact with Non Human Intelligence: Foreword: Rudy Schild, Ph.D.

Preface: Reinerio (Rey) Hernandez, J.D., MCP
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Beyond UFOs -Press Release 2018

Chapter 1: Rey Hernandez; Jon Klimo, Ph.D.; Rudy Schild, Ph.D.
A Report on Phase I and II of FREE’s Experiencer Research Study: The Results
 of a Quantitative Study.

Chapter 2: Jon Klimo, Ph.D. A Report on Phase III of FREE’s Experiencer Research
Study: The Results of a Qualitative Study

Chapter 3: Edgar Mitchell, Ph.D. Introduction: From Outer Space to Inner Space

Chapter 4: Rudy Schild, Ph.D. A Physics Model of Local and Non-Local
Consciousness

Chapter 5: Edgar Mitchell, Ph.D. Nature’s Mind: The Quantum Hologram

Chapter 6: Joseph Burkes, M.D., and Preston Dennett Medical Healings
Reported by UAP Contact Experiencers: An Analysis of the FREE Data

Chapter 7: Kathleen Marden Communication with Non Human Intelligence:
 The   Early Years

Chapter 8: Mary Rodwell The New Human: Awakening to Our Cosmic Heritage

Chapter 9: Jon Klimo, Ph.D., and Susan A. Manewich M.S. Physics and Science
Messages Received from UAP Related Non Human Intelligence: An Analysis of the
FREE Research Data

Chapter 10: Rebecca Hardcastle Wright, Ph.D. The Psychological Transformation
of the Experiencer After Contact: An Exoconsciousness Analysis of the FREE
Research Data

Chapter 11: Michael Austin Melton, M.S., Psy.D. Ecological and Human
Behavioral Messages Received from UAP Related Non Human Intelligence:
An Analysis of the FREE Research Data

Chapter 12: Rev. Michael Carter, M.Div., and Norman “Mike” Murburg, Jr., J.D.
The Spiritual Transformation of the UAP Contact Experiencer: An Analysis of the
FREE Research Data

Chapter 13: Brent Raynes An Overview of the History of Unidentified Aerial
Phenomenon Contact Paradigms

Chapter 14: John Alexander, Ph.D. Phenomena Without Borders

Conclusion: Brad Steiger The FREE Experiencer Research Study is a Paradigm
Shifting Moment and opens the Potential Avenues for Future Research

                               ________________________________
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Beyond UFOs -Press Release 2018

Press/Media, we would appreciate your help getting Dr. Edgar Mitchell’s

legacy work out to humanity. We are happy to send a free digital copy of the

book to anyone interested in covering this historic work. Please email:
info@experiencer.org to receive a PDF of the entire book.

                          _______________________________

Suggested resources:

BEYOND UFOs - The Science of Consciousness and Contact with Non Human
Intelligence,“Volume 1”Editors: Rey Hernandez, JD, MCP, Dr Jon Klimo, PhD, Dr. Rudy
Schild, PhD- The Edgar Mitchell Foundation for Research into Extraterrestrial and
Extraordinary Experiences,

PRESS RELEASE
https://medium.com/the-foundation-for-research-into-extraterrestrial/the-dr-edgar-
mitchell-free-foundation-has-published-their-groundbreaking-study-on-consciousness-
de99535f46e5

Dr Lisa Garlarneau
https://medium.com/@lisagalarneau
Anthropologist, Futurist, Design/UX Researcher, Veteran, Lightworker, Democrat, and
#TheResistance Activist
https://www.bookdepository.com/Beyond-UFOs-Rudy-Schild-Ph-D-Jon-Klimo-Ph-D-
Reinerio-Hernandez-J-D/9781721088652
IIANDS - Featuring …Contact Modalities, F.R.E.E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=rOKjZFlCBJ4
Preston Dennet-UFOs Researcher since 1986, Healing Power of NHI-UFOs, more
https://prestondennett.weebly.com/the-healing-power-of-ufos.htm
MUFON
https://www.mufon.com/
Contact Modalities - CCRI, Consciousness & Contact Research Institute
https://www.facebook.com/groups/FREE.Experiencers
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WISDOM QUOTES - VARIED

The following quotes reflect the sentiments, content, and literature  expressed within
the various Conscious Spirituality compendium documents. Most of the following quotes
can be accessed on eternea.org or Wisdom Quotes A-Z websites.
                                                                           —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

DR. EDGAR MITCHELL ON THE NATURE OF THE UNIVERSE

“The universe is a self-organizing, intelligent, creative, trial-and-error learning,
participatory, interactive, non-locally interconnected and evolving system.”
                                                        and…
When I learned that aliens really do exist, I wasn't too surprised. But what did
shock me when I started investigating extra-terrestrial reports a decade ago is
the extent to which the proof has been hushed up. It isn't just the US government
which has kept quiet about alien visits. It would be arrogant of an American like
myself to assume that ETs would only choose to visit my country. Indeed, I've
heard convincing stories about governments all over the world that know of alien
visits - including the British government."

SPIRITUAL LIGHT, USB- FROM THE LAW OF LIFE [413]

“It is a law that may always remain a mystery to us. But we can know some of
its blessings—just as we can know that the sun provides warmth without knowing
exactly what the sun is or how it was formed. It is the Law of Life that makes
possible all manifestations of life, in all its aspects. It is the Law that enables
an individual to exist. It is the Law that provides each of us with a spark of the
divinity. It is the Law that gives us the priceless boon of free will. It is the Law
that provides intelligence to each and every cell of every living thing and every
being. It is the  Law that enables each cell to produce and reproduce
intelligently, according to a habit pattern…..”
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   Everything is Consciousness. The key to growth

  is the introduction of higher dimensions of

  consciousness into our awareness.

- Lao Tzu
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Varied Wisdom - Quotes

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

"This is the true joy in life - that being used for a purpose recognized by yourself
as a mighty one - that being a force of nature instead of a feverish, selfish, little
clod of ailments and grievances complaining that the world will not devote itself
to making you happy.

I am of the opinion that my life belongs to the whole community. As long as I
live, it is my privilege to do for it whatever I can. I want to be thoroughly used
up when I die, for the harder I work, the morel live. I rejoice in life for its own
sake.  Life is no brief candle for me. There is a sort of splendid torch which I've
got hold of for the moment and I want to make it burn as brightly as possible
before handing it on to future generations.”

CHIEF SEATTLE CIRCA 1850:

"This we know. All things are connected like the blood which unites one family.
All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of earth.
Man did not weave the web of life; he is merely a strand of it. Whatever he does
to the web, he does to himself."

RAM DASS - INTERCONNECTEDNESS

“Remember, we are all affecting the world every moment, whether we mean
to or not. Our actions and states of mind matter, because we're so deeply inner
connected with one another. Working on our own consciousness is the most
important thing that we are doing at any moment, and being love is the supreme
creative act.”

DR. ALBERT EINSTEIN

“You can’t solve a problem using the same level of thinking that got you into that
problem. Given the millions of billions of Earth-like planets, life elsewhere in the
Universe without a doubt, does exist. In the vastness of the Universe we are not
alone. There is not the slightest indication that nuclear energy will ever be
obtainable. It would mean the atom would have to be shattered at will."  <And>
“The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the source of
all true art and science.”

DR. EBEN ALEXANDER, III ON HIS MESSAGE FROM THE AFTER-LIFE

"You are loved and cherished, dearly, forever.
 You have nothing to fear.
 There is nothing you can do wrong over there."
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Varied Wisdom - Quotes

DR. ELISABETH KUBLER-ROSS ON DEATH

"Death is simply a shedding of the physical body like the butterfly shedding its
cocoon. It is a transition to a higher state of consciousness where you continue
to perceive, understand, laugh and grow. When we have passed the tests we
are sent to earth to learn, we are allowed to graduate. We are allowed to shed
our body, which imprisons our souls. We run after values that, at death, become
zero.

At the end of your life, nobody asks you how many degrees you have, or how
many mansions you built, or how many Rolls Royces you could afford. That’s what
dying patients teach you. After your death, when most of you for the first time
realize what life here is all about, you begin to see that your life here is almost
nothing but the sum total of every choice you have made during every moment
of your life. Your thoughts, which you are responsible for, are as real as your
deeds.

You will begin to realize that every word and every deed affects your life and
has also touched thousands of lives. I believe that we are solely responsible for
our choices, and we have to accept the consequences of every deed, word, and
thought throughout our lifetime. There is within each one of us a potential for
goodness beyond our imagining; for giving which seeks no reward; for listening
without judgment; for loving Unconditionally.”

SHAKESPEARE - HAMLET (1.5.167-8) HAMLET TO HORATIO

“There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, Than are dreamt of in
your philosophy.”

CHIEF SEATTLE CIRCA 1850

"This we know. All things are connected like the blood which unites one family.
All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of earth.
Man did not weave the web of life; he is merely a strand of it. Whatever he does
to the web, he does to himself."

MARGARET MEAD

“Never doubt the power of a small group of people to change the world.
Nothing else ever has.”
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Varied Wisdom - Quotes

WILBUR WRIGHT-1908

"I confess that in 1901 I said to my brother Orville that man would not fly for fifty
years. Two years later we ourselves made flights. This demonstration of my
impotence as a prophet gave me such a shock that ever since I have distrusted
myself and avoided all predictions."

 SILVER BIRCH TEACHINGS - THE SEED OF TRUTH [P:68-69]

“These laws take no cognisance of human desire or will. Your ideas, your views,
your wishes will not change the natural law. The law has always been in
operation: it is in operation now, it will continue to operate, for time is eternal
and law is eternal, too. I know nothing of miracles. I do know that the power of
the spirit, working according to natural law, though it may be a law not yet
revealed or understood by those on earth, is capable of working seeming
miracles."

 CAROLINE MYSS

"Spiritual maturity is measured not by the sophistication of a person's opinions,
but by their genuineness and the courage necessary to express and maintain
them."

PIERRE TEILHARD DE CHARDIN

"We are not human beings having a spiritual experience; we are spiritual
beings having a human experience."

  _______________________________

Suggested resources:
Wisdom quotes: A - Z, https://www.azquotes.com/quotes/topics/wisdom.html
Eternea:http://eternea.org/quotations.aspx
Victor Zammit: http://www.victorzammit.com/articles/silverbirch.html
Spiritual Light: USB, www.theusb.org/spirituallight
Various non-fiction literature/ books/articles/ Conscious Spirituality Compendiums/
www.philipcrouch.org
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